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Generating Cycle Time-Throughput Curves
Using Effective Process Time Based

Aggregate Modeling
C. P. L. Veeger, L. F. P. Etman, J. van Herk, and J. E. Rooda, Member, IEEE

Abstract—In semiconductor manufacturing, cycle time-
throughput (CT-TH) curves are often used for planning purposes.
To generate CT-TH curves, detailed simulation models or ana-
lytical queueing approximations may be used. Detailed models
require much development time and computational effort. On
the contrary, analytical models, such as the popular closed-form
G/G/m queueing expression, may not be sufficiently accurate,
in particular, for integrated processing equipment that have
wafers of more than one lot in process. Recently, an aggregate
simulation model representation of workstations with integrated
processing equipment has been proposed. This aggregate model is
a G/G/m type of system with a workload-dependent process time
distribution, which is obtained from lot arrival and departure
events. This paper presents a first proof of concept of the method
in semiconductor practice. We develop the required extensions
to generate CT-TH curves for workstations in a semiconductor
manufacturing environment where usually only a limited amount
of arrival and departure data is available. We present a simula-
tion and an industry case to illustrate the proposed method.

Index Terms—Cycle time, discrete-event simulation, fac-
tory dynamics, manufacturing systems, performance evaluation,
queueing.

I. Introduction

THE CYCLE time-throughput (CT-TH) curve of a work-
station represents the relation between the mean cycle

time of lots processed at the workstation and the throughput
of the workstation. The cycle time is defined here as the queue
time plus the process time of a lot at a workstation. With
throughput we mean the number of lots processed per time
unit at the workstation. CT-TH curves are used for production
planning of semiconductor bottleneck workstations (e.g., in
the litho area) to make a tradeoff between the workstation’s
utilization and the cycle time performance.

To calculate the CT-TH curve, G/G/m queueing approxi-
mation (1) (see [1]–[3]) is often used in practice as follows:

ϕ =

(
c2

a + c2
e

2

) (
u

√
2(m+1)−1

m(1 − u)

)
te + te (1)
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where mean cycle time ϕ is the sum of queue time (first term)
and process time (second term). The mean queue time of a lot
in a workstation with m parallel machines increases linearly
with the squared coefficients of variation of interarrival time c2

a
and process time c2

e , nonlinearly with utilization u, and linearly
with mean process time te. Utilization u equals u = te

mta
with ta

the mean interarrival time. G/G/m queueing approximation
(1) assumes that when a machine is processing, its production
rate does not depend on the workload.

Many machines in semiconductor manufacturing are inte-
grated processing tools [4]. For these machines, the production
rate increases when more lots are available for processing.
Integrated processing tools carry out a series of process steps at
various chambers inside the tool. Typically multiple loadports
are present. When the workload increases, the machine can
work on wafers of multiple lots at the same time, increasing
its production rate. Chamber qualification for the various tools
also contributes to this effect; the more lots are available for
processing, the more likely it is that a lot is present for which
the machine is qualified. Hence, the G/G/m approximation
(1) may be an inaccurate model representation for integrated
processing tools.

Recently, a new aggregate queueing model has been pro-
posed by Kock et al. [5], [6]. This aggregate model is a
G/G/m-alike approximation but with a workload-dependent
process time distribution. This process time distribution is
denoted as the effective process time (EPT) distribution
[3], [7].

The EPT can be seen as “the time seen by a lot at a work-
station from a logistical point of view” [3]. The EPT includes
not only the raw processing time but also all time losses due
to down, setup, and any other source of variability. Hopp and
Spearman [3] calculate the mean and variance of the EPT from
these preemptive and non-preemptive outages, and use them
in queueing approximation (1). Jacobs et al. [7] calculate te
and c2

e directly from lot arrival and departure events.
Kock et al. [5], [6] also calculate the EPT distribution

directly from arrival and departure events, but additionally
label each EPT realization with the momentary workload.
They use their aggregate model with the measured workload-
dependent EPT distribution as input to generate a CT-TH
curve. They tested their aggregate model for four flow line
configurations in a simulation environment. Accurate CT-TH
curves were obtained for these academic examples.

0894-6507/$26.00 c© 2010 IEEE
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In this paper, we present a proof of concept of the method
in semiconductor practice. We demonstrate that the method
is able to generate CT-TH curves for workstations in an op-
erating semiconductor environment. We develop the required
extensions to handle the typically limited amount of arrival
and departure data that can be obtained from the factory floor.
(The simulation study in [5] and [6] uses millions of arrivals
and departures, which is unrealistic in semiconductor practice.)

We start from track-in and track-out data obtained from
the manufacturing execution system (MES). We then process
this data such that a consistent set of lot arrivals and lot
departures is extracted from the MES data. Following [5] and
[6], we calculate an EPT-realization for each departing lot, but
additionally register whether the EPT started upon arrival of
the lot or upon the departure of the previous lot. To account
for the limited number of lot arrivals and departures in the
data collection period, we introduce a curve fitting approach.
In this way, we obtain empirical relations for te and c2

e as a
function of the workload.

We first illustrate the approach for a simulation example
of a workstation with integrated processing equipment and
investigate the accuracy of the CT-TH curve generated by
the aggregate model. Next, we demonstrate the approach for
four operational workstations in the Crolles2 semiconductor
manufacturing facility (located in Crolles, France): lithography
(track-scanners), metal, implant, and critical dimension mea-
surement. We calculate CT-TH curves for all four workstations
and compare them with the mean cycle time observed at the
workstation during the data collection period.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section II, a
brief overview of methods to calculate CT-TH curves is given.
The EPT-based aggregate modeling method developed in [5]
and [6], and the extensions we introduce, are explained in
Section III. Next, the simulation example to illustrate the
proposed method is presented in Section IV. The Crolles2
case is discussed in Section V. Finally, Section VI presents
our conclusion.

II. CT-TH Curves

In this section, the CT-TH curve is briefly explained.
Two popular approaches to calculate the CT-TH curve are
summarized.

A. Working Principle and Purpose of CT-TH Curves

An example of a CT-TH curve is given in Fig. 1. The
x-axis denotes the throughput ratio δ/δmax, with δ the actual
throughput of the system and δmax the maximum throughput
of the system; the ratio δ/δmax relates to the “utilization” of
the integrated processing equipment. The y-axis denotes the
mean cycle time ϕ.

For low throughput levels, the cycle time approaches the
mean process time te of a lot. For increasing throughput,
lots experience queueing and the mean cycle time increases.
If δ/δmax approaches 1, the system reaches its maximum
capacity and the mean cycle time goes to infinity. This vertical
asymptote is referred to as the 100% utilization asymptote.

Fig. 1. Example of a CT-TH curve.

The CT-TH curve is used in production planning to make a
tradeoff between the throughput of the system and the mean
cycle time of the processed lots. On the one hand, a high
throughput is desired to ensure high productivity of the capital
intensive equipment used. On the other hand, the mean cycle
time should be limited to ensure good cycle time performance.

B. Simulation Approaches to Generate CT-TH Curves

Simulation approaches to calculate the CT-TH curve typi-
cally use a simulation model that includes several factory-floor
realities, such as machine down and repair, setup, operator
behavior, and product mix. CT-TH curves may then be derived
from the simulation model by fitting a curve to the simulation
input and output data. Examples of CT-TH curve fitting
approaches can be found in [8]–[10].

Simulation approaches allow the inclusion of many details
of the factory floor to arrive at an accurate CT-TH curve
prediction. However, simulation model evaluations are often
computationally expensive. Furthermore, for each modeled
aspect, data has to be obtained from the factory floor. Thus,
detailed simulation modeling may involve considerable devel-
opment and maintenance time.

C. Analytical Approaches to Calculate CT-TH Curves

A popular analytical approach to obtain the CT-TH curve
is to use a closed-form G/G/m queueing expression such
as (1) (see [2], [3]). Such an analytical approach is insightful
and computationally cheap. Relation (1) originates from King-
man’s G/G/1 approximation [11]. Sakasegawa [1] extended
Kingman’s equation for workstations with multiple parallel
servers under the condition that inter-arrival and process times
are exponentially distributed (the M/M/m queue). Whitt [2]
proposed (1) for the G/G/m queue. Appropriate values for
te and c2

e may be calculated by including the contribution of
the outages in the process time distribution, following [3].
Alternatively, an approach similar to Jacobs et al. [7] may
be followed, in which te and c2

e are calculated directly from
measured arrival and departure events.

G/G/m queueing approximation (1) assumes that when a
machine is processing, its production rate does not depend
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on the workload. For integrated processing type of equip-
ment with multiple lots in process at the same time, this is
typically not true. Morrison and Martin [12] account for the
multi-processing behavior by including an additional delay.
However, they note that interactions among the various tool
chambers are ignored in their method and that variation in
process time and non-ideal tool availability will decrease
the accuracy of the predictions. Connors et al. [13] de-
veloped several analytical queueing expressions for various
tools encountered in semiconductor manufacturing, including
conveyor tools and multi-sequence batch tools. Various details
such as setup, load, and unload times as well as incapacitation
are modeled explicitly. This approach requires, like in detailed
simulation modeling, that for each modeled aspect data has to
be obtained from the factory floor.

III. EPT-Based Aggregate Modeling Method

Recently, a new EPT-based aggregate modeling method has
been proposed by Kock et al. [5], [6], which accounts for
workload dependence without the need to model the integrated
processing machine in detail. In this section, we describe the
concept of the method as well as the approach we introduce to
obtain data on arrivals and departures from the semiconductor
factory floor, and to deal with the limited number of arrivals
and departures collected in the measurement period.

A. Model Concept

The EPT-based aggregate modeling method proposed in [5]
and [6] approximates a workstation by a multi-server station
similar to the G/G/m system, the main difference being that
the mean and variance of the process time distribution depend
on the number of lots in the system. Fig. 2 shows an example
of a workstation with three integrated processing tools (a), and
the corresponding aggregate model (b). The number of servers
in the aggregate model, m, we choose equal to the number
of machines in the workstation. In the aggregate model, lots
arrive according to some arrival process in an infinite, first-in-
first-out buffer that feeds the parallel servers. After completion
of service, lots leave the system (no blocking after service).
In the aggregate model, service starts if a machine is or
becomes idle and lots are present in the queue (non-idling
assumption). The process time of a lot on an aggregate server
is denoted as the EPT and is sampled from an EPT distribution
at the moment it starts processing according to the aggregate
model. The mean and coefficient of variation (CV) of the EPT
distribution depend on the momentary number of lots in the
system.

Let w be the number of lots present in the aggregate system
at the EPT start of lot i (including lot i itself). For each
workload level, a bucket j is defined. If there are w lots in the
system upon process start of lot i, then the process time of lot
i is sampled from a distribution with distribution parameter
values corresponding to bucket j = w. Following [5] and
[6], we use an independent process time distribution for each
bucket. To limit the number of buckets in the aggregate model,
we define a highest bucket number N. For w > N the process
time is sampled from bucket N. We typically set N equal to

Fig. 2. (a) Example of a workstation. (b) Corresponding structure of the
aggregate model.

the workload level for which the maximum production rate
has been reached.

In the aggregate model, two different cases can be identified;
an EPT starts upon arrival of a new lot when server capacity
in the aggregate model is still available, or a new EPT starts
upon departure of a lot when lots are waiting to be processed
at one of the servers in the aggregate model. Accordingly, we
define buckets j ∈ [1, ..., m] to sample EPTs starting upon
arrival, and buckets j ∈ [m, ..., N] to sample EPTs starting
upon departure. We denote the mean EPT and CV in each
bucket by ta

e,j and ca
e,j for EPTs sampled upon arrival, and td

e,j

and cd
e,j for EPTs sampled upon departure. Note that Kock

et al. [5], [6] do not distinguish between EPTs starting upon
arrival and EPTs starting upon departure in their aggregate
model. Distinguishing these two types of EPTs is a necessary
ingredient in the curve fitting approach we will introduce in
Section III-D, because the EPT distribution parameters depend
differently on the workload for the two cases.

B. Obtaining Arrivals and Departures

The workload-dependent distribution parameters for the
aggregate model are estimated from lot arrival and departure
times registered at the workstation under consideration. Kock
et al. [5], [6] tested their method in a simulation environment,
where lot arrivals and departures can be easily obtained from
the simulation output. In a semiconductor factory, arrivals and
departures can usually be obtained from the MES. However,
this typically requires some processing and filtering of data
stored in the MES.

The MES usually registers several lot attributes, including
the lot status (e.g., waiting for processing or processing), the
process step, and the identity of the machine where the lot
is processed. Each time an attribute of a lot in the factory
changes, the MES stores the corresponding values and adds a
time stamp.

Next we explain how lot arrivals and departures can be
derived from such MES data and also give some examples
of exceptions to be accounted for. Most lots that arrive at a
workstation first have to wait in a queue, and are subsequently
processed on one of the machines in the workstation. For these
“regular” lots, we define an arrival as the start of the waiting
period, and the departure as the end of the processing period.

However, exceptions to this usual situation occur. One
exception occurs when a lot temporarily gets the status “on
hold” while it is in the queue; the “on hold” status means
that the lot is unavailable for processing because of a quality
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problem. For such a hold lot, we define the lot arrival to occur
after the “on hold” status has finished, and the lot starts waiting
uninterruptedly for processing. As for normal lots, a departure
is defined as the time the lot departs from the workstation.

Another example is merging of lots. Wafers arrive in dif-
ferent front opening unified pods (FOUPs) but are (re)united
into one FOUP and processed together. In this case, the arrival
of the (re)united lot is defined to occur when the last set of
wafers arrives. The departure occurs when the reunited lot has
finished processing.

C. Calculation of EPT Realizations

We format the arrivals and departures obtained from the
MES as a list, to which we refer to as the event list. Each
event in the list contains the lot ID, the event type (arrival
or departure) and the time of occurrence of the event. The
event list is sorted on increasing time order. We then use a
slightly modified version of the EPT algorithm of Kock et al.
[5], [6] to calculate the EPT realizations. Our modification is
that we distinguish between EPTs that start upon arrival of a
lot, and EPTs that start upon departure of a lot. Our algorithm
is described in detail in Appendix A.

The EPT algorithm calculates EPT realizations from the
event list and assigns each EPT to a bucket (corresponding
to a workload level). The EPT algorithm takes the aggregate
model viewpoint to reconstruct the EPT realizations from the
measured arrivals and departures. A new EPT starts in one of
the following two cases.

1) A lot arrives while less than m lots are present in the
(aggregate) system; because at least one of the servers
in the aggregate model is idle, the EPT realization of
this lot starts immediately (upon arrival).

2) A lot departs while leaving n ≥ m lots behind; now,
one server becomes idle, and is immediately filled with
a new lot. This implies an EPT start for the new lot
(upon departure of the previous lot).

An EPT ends when a lot departs. Upon the departure of lot
i, the algorithm calculates the EPT by subtracting the EPT start
of lot i from the departure time of lot i. The EPT is assigned
to bucket w, with w the number of lots in the system upon the
EPT start. In case a departing lot i has overtaken m or more
lots, its EPT has not yet started according to the aggregate
model; already m EPTs were running when lot i arrived. In
that case, the EPT algorithm picks one of the available EPT
starts of other lots. Three rules have been investigated in [5]
and [6] to pick an EPT start. In this paper, an EPT start is
randomly chosen from the available starts. The chosen EPT
start is immediately re-started, because the lot from which the
EPT start has been used has not yet departed.

As an example, Fig. 3(a) shows the lot-time diagram of four
lots that are processed in first-in-first-out order. For m = 1 and
m = 2 the EPT realizations calculated by the EPT algorithm
are visualized in the grey box. In Fig. 3(b), the lots overtake
each other (last-in-first-out). Again the EPT realizations are
given, but note that for m = 2 in Fig. 3(b), other EPTs are
possible because the EPT start is randomly chosen for Lots 3
and 4. Also note that some EPTs start upon arrival of a lot

Fig. 3. Lot-time diagrams of arrivals and departures and the calculated
EPT realizations (with bucket j indicated between parenthesis). (a) Without
overtaking. (b) With overtaking.

(e.g., the EPT started by Lot 1 in Fig. 3(a)), whereas other
EPTs start upon departure of a lot (e.g., the EPT started upon
departure of Lot 1 in Fig. 3(a)).

Given a set of lot arrivals and departures in a certain
measurement period, some lots may have arrived or departed
outside this time period. Thus lots may be missing either an
arrival or a departure event. For lots that arrived before the start
of the measurement period, we set the arrival times equal to
the start time of the measurement period. This enables us to
correctly determine the number of lots in the workstation at
the start of the data collection period. We discard the EPT
realizations that start upon reset arrival times. We also discard
EPTs that do not end within the collection period.

D. Estimating EPT Distributions

In practice, it may not be possible to accurately estimate
the mean and the CV of all N EPT distributions, where
N is the workload level for which the production rate has
approximately reached its maximum value. For a typical
workstation in a wafer fab, N may well be 50 or higher,
while the number of collected arrivals and departures is limited
to some ten thousands. As a consequence, for the low and
high workload levels usually few EPT realizations will occur,
which results in inaccurate estimates of te and ce in the low
and high buckets. The accuracy of the aggregate model is
very sensitive to the estimation of te in the highest buckets,
because it determines the predicted maximum throughput of
the system.

To deal with the limited amount of data, we introduce
a curve fitting procedure. We define empirical closed-form
approximations and fit these expressions to the te and ce

measured for the various workload levels. We fit separate
expressions for the EPTs that started upon arrival and the EPTs
that started upon departure (see Section III-A). This yields four
approximation equations as function of bucket j: t̂a

e(j), ĉa
e(j),

j ∈ [1, ...m], and t̂d
e (j) and ĉd

e (j), j ∈ [m, ...N]. We use the
following empirical curves: the linear function, the exponential
function, and the sum of two exponential functions, with two,
three, and six fitting parameters, respectively. Least-squares
fitting is used to estimate the parameters of the curves.

E. CT-TH Curve Prediction

We implement the m-server aggregate model as a discrete-
event simulation model. Following [5] and [6], we use gamma
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distributions to represent the workload-dependent EPT distri-
bution. For lots that start processing in the aggregate model
upon arrival, we use an independent gamma distribution for
each bucket j, with mean t̂a

e(j), and CV ĉa
e(j), j ∈ [1, ...m].

For lots that start processing upon departure of a previous lot,
we use a gamma distribution for each j with mean t̂d

e (j), and
CV ĉd

e (j), j ∈ [m, ...N]. Gamma distributions are relatively
easy to construct because the scale and shape parameters can
be readily obtained from the measured EPTs. However, other
distributions might have been used.

The CT-TH curve is obtained by simulating the aggregate
model for various throughput levels. Note that the aggregate
model’s parameters have been estimated from arrivals and
departures collected at a single throughput level, i.e., the
throughput during the data collection period.

IV. Illustration

We consider a simulation case representing a workstation
with integrated processing machines. The case illustrates the
aggregate modeling method described in Section III. Further-
more, we investigate the accuracy of the aggregate model in
predicting the mean cycle time.

A. Description of the Case

The test case system is depicted in Fig. 4(a). Lots arrive
at the infinite first-in-first-out buffer according to a Poisson
process. The workstation consists of four parallel machines
M1, M2, M3, and M4. Each machine (denoted by the dashed
lines in Fig. 4(a)) consists of three sequential process steps,
with a one-place buffer between the first and second processes.
The first and third process steps may be seen as a preparation
and a finalizing process step, respectively (e.g., processes in
the track of a litho-cell). The first and third process steps have
gamma distributed process times with mean 1.0 and CV 0.5.
The second process, which is the bottleneck process in the
machine (e.g., the scanner in a litho-cell), has exponentially
distributed process times with mean 2.0. A machine Mk is
considered to be available for processing if the first process
step is idle. The buffer sends a lot to the available machine
with the lowest index k.

We model the workstation by the aggregate system depicted
in Fig. 4(b), with the number of parallel servers equal to
the number of machines in the workstation, i.e., m = 4. We
implement both the detailed workstation, and the aggregate
model in the simulation language χ [14].

B. Obtaining Data on Arrivals and Departures

We simulate 50 000 processed lots in the simulation repre-
sentation of the workstation at a throughput ratio δ/δmax of
0.8. Arrivals and departures are obtained from the simulation
run.

C. Calculation of EPT Realizations

The algorithm in Appendix A is used to calculate EPT
realizations, which are assigned to buckets as explained in
Section III. The left side of Fig. 5 gives the measured ta

e,j

Fig. 4. (a) Simulation case. (b) Corresponding aggregate model.

Fig. 5. Measured EPT distribution parameters and fits for the simulation
case.

and ca
e,j , whereas its right side plots the measured td

e,j and cd
e,j

(solid black lines). The dotted lines in Fig. 5 show the 95%
confidence intervals. We set maximum bucket number N to
30, because for higher buckets td

e,j and cd
e,j do not significantly

change anymore. Note that for very low, and very high values
of j, the mean EPTs and CVs cannot be accurately estimated.
Hence, we fit approximation functions to the measured mean
and CV of the EPT.

D. Estimating EPT Distributions

The fitted curves t̂a
e(j), t̂d

e (j), ĉa
e(j), and ĉd

e (j) are represented
by the solid grey lines. Relations t̂a

e(j), t̂d
e (j), ĉa

e(j), and ĉd
e (j)

are obtained by fitting an appropriate curve to the measured
data, using least-squares curve fitting, weighting the measured
EPT mean and CV with the number of EPT realizations in
bucket j.

Fig. 5 shows that ta
e,j increases for increasing j. Recall that

ta
e,j is the mean EPT of lots that immediately start an EPT upon

arrival, which equals the time that the lot spends in the system.
For j = 1, the mean EPT is approximately equal to the sum of
the process times of the three sequential process steps in the
machine, which is 4.0. For increasing j, the probability that a
lot is delayed by other lots already in the machine increases,
so ta

e,j increases. We approximate the increasing ta
e,j by the

linear function as follows:

t̂a
e(j) = α + β(j − 1) j ∈ [1, ...m] (2)
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where α is the value of t̂a
e(j) at bucket 1, and β the slope of

the linear function. Values α and β obtained by least-squares
fitting are equal to 4.24 and 0.23, respectively.

Fig. 5 further shows that ca
e,j is nearly constant. Accordingly,

we approximate ca
e,j by a constant function equal to the

weighted mean of the measured coefficients of variation in
buckets j ∈ [1, ..., 4], which is 0.52.

Fig. 5 also shows that td
e,j decreases for increasing j. Recall

that td
e,j is the mean of EPTs that start upon departure of

a previous lot. Hence, td
e,j can also be seen as the mean

interdeparture time per server in the aggregate model. The
mean interdeparture time per modeled server decreases for
increasing j, because more lots are available for processing on
the integrated machines in the workstation, so their production
rate increases. The mean interdeparture time decreases until
the maximum capacity of the workstation is reached. The
maximum capacity is reached when all 12 processes and 4
buffers in the four machines are occupied. We approximate
this behavior by the exponential function as follows:

t̂d
e (j) = θ + (η − θ)e−λ(j−m) j ∈ [m, ...N]. (3)

In this equation, θ represents the value of t̂d
e (j) at bucket ∞.

Variable η represents the value of t̂d
e (j) at bucket m. Variable λ

represents the “decay constant” of the exponential curve. We
estimate variables θ, η, and λ using a non-linear least-squares
fitting procedure; this gives θ = 4.07, η = 2.20, and λ = 0.32.

Finally, Fig. 5 shows that cd
e,j increases for increasing j.

The cause is that for increasing j, the machine bottleneck
process is utilized more and has more influence on the
departure process of the machine. Hence, the CV of the
interdeparture time approaches the process time CV of
the bottleneck process (which is 1.0) for increasing j. We
also approximate this behavior by exponential function (3).
Non-linear least-squares fitting yields the following parameter
values θ = 0.61, η = 0.89, and λ = 0.39.

E. CT-TH Curve Prediction

The detailed simulation model of the workstation considered
is used to calculate the “real” CT-TH curve of the workstation
for throughput ratios δ/δmax ranging between 0.0 and 1.0.
For each utilization level, 30 simulation replications of 105

processed lots are performed. For each replication run, the
first 2 · 104 lots are discarded to account for the start-up
phenomenon.1

The aggregate model in Fig. 4(b) with m = 4 is used
to predict the CT-TH curve of the workstation. The fitted
expressions for t̂a

e(j), t̂d
e (j), ĉa

e(j), and ĉd
e (j) are used as the

aggregate model’s parameters. We predict the mean cycle time
at the same throughput levels for which we calculated the real
cycle time, using again 30 replications, a simulation length of
105 lots, and a start-up period of 2 · 104 lots.

Fig. 6 shows the real CT-TH curve of the workstation
(solid), and the CT-TH curve predicted by the aggregate
model (dashed). The dots represent simulation evaluations.

1We note that we have also experimented with discarding the first 2 · 104

lots in the generation of the arrivals and departures in Section IV-B. However,
we observed that this has very little influence on the EPT curve fits obtained.

Fig. 6. CT-TH curve of the simulation test case system and CT-TH curve
generated by the proposed EPT method.

The grey lines are the CT-TH curves calculated by G/G/m

approximation (1) (with m again the number of machines in
the workstation). To determine mean process time te and CV
of the process time ce in (1), we assign all measured EPT
realizations to a single bucket and calculate the mean and CV.

Fig. 6 clearly shows that the proposed aggregate modeling
method estimates the 100% utilization asymptote far more ac-
curately than the G/G/m approximation. Eq. (1) provides an
incorrect representation for the multi-processing workstation,
while the proposed aggregate model accurately predicts the
CT-TH curve up to a throughput ratio of 0.95. Recall that
the aggregate model was trained at δ/δmax = 0.8. An error
in the mean cycle time prediction arises only when the
throughput level becomes much higher than the throughput
at the training point.

F. Predicting the CT-TH Curve of a Five-Machine Workstation

Finally, suppose that one additional machine is installed. We
now predict the CT-TH curve of the five-machine workstation
by adding a fifth server to the aggregate model, while still
using fitted curves t̂a

e(j), ĉa
e(j), t̂d

e (j), and ĉd
e (j) measured at

the original four-machine workstation. We modify the fitted
curves by using m = 5 in the expressions used for the curve
fits. Furthermore, we decrease the parameter value λ in the
exponential function used for t̂d

e (j) (3) such that the value of j

for which t̂d
e (j) reaches its minimum value increases with 25%.

We do this to account for the 25% increase in workstation
capacity. We also decrease λ for ĉd

e (j) to increase the value
of j for which ĉd

e (j) reaches its maximum value with 25%.
The aggregate model, with m = 5 and the modified curve
fits is used to predict the CT-TH curve of the five-machine
workstation. The predicted CT-TH curves are depicted in
Fig. 7. Fig. 7 shows that the CT-TH curve is again accurately
predicted up to a throughput ratio of 0.95. So the aggregate
model can be easily adjusted to predict the effect of a change
of the number of installed machines.

V. Crolles2 Case

CT-TH curves for four workstations in the Crolles2 wafer
fab are determined using the EPT-based aggregate modeling
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Fig. 7. CT-TH curve of five-machine workstation and CT-TH curve gener-
ated by the EPT method using curve fits measured from the four-machine
workstation.

method. Crolles2 is a multi-product 300 mm fab in which both
high volume products as well as small series and prototype
products are produced. Standard production lots contain 25
wafers. Lots are processed in several so-called areas: lithogra-
phy, implant, etch, thermal treatment, metal, dielectrics, chem-
ical mechanical polishing, wet processing, and metrology.
In this section, we first describe the Crolles2 workstations
for which the CT-TH curves are calculated. Subsequently,
we determine EPT distributions from measured arrivals and
departures. Finally, the CT-TH curves are calculated.

A. Modeled Workstations

CT-TH curves are calculated for the Lithography, metal, im-
plant, and critical dimension (CD) measurement workstation.
These are all workstations with multiple integrated processing
machines.

The lithography workstation consists of 14 track-scanner
cells of different types. Lots are manually loaded onto one
of the loadports of the machine; next, wafers are sequentially
loaded into the machine. First, wafers are cleaned, coated and
baked in the track. Then, the wafers are exposed in the scanner.
Finally, the exposed wafers are developed and hard-baked.
When all wafers of a lot have been loaded, the track starts
loading the wafers of the next lot if available on the loadport.
A track-scanner has four loadports; thus wafers of at most
four lots can be processed at the same time, depending on the
number of wafers per lot.

The metal workstation consists of all tools that deposit
layers of metal on the wafer (i.e., aluminium, copper, and
nickel). In Crolles2, the metal workstation consists of 16
machines. A metal tool sequentially loads wafers of up to
three lots by means of three available loadports. Wafers pass
multiple chambers in the metal tool: vacuum, cleaning, and
metal deposit chambers.

The implant workstation includes tools that selectively
deposit dopant ions in the surface of wafers. The implant
workstation consists of 11 implant tools. From four loadports,
wafers of up to two lots are sequentially loaded into one of two

Fig. 8. Measured EPT distribution parameters and fits for the CD measure-
ment workstation.

vacuum chambers. Subsequently, wafers are implanted one by
one in the ion implant chamber.

The CD measurement workstation includes tools that mea-
sure critical dimensions of wafer patterns created by upstream
processes, for process control purposes. Typically, two to four
wafers per lot are measured. From three loadports, lots are
sequentially loaded into the machine. One by one, wafers pass
one of two vacuum chambers and the measurement chamber.
Up to three wafers that belong to at most two lots can be in
the machine at the same time.

B. Obtaining Data on Arrivals and Departures

At the Crolles2 site, arrivals and departures of about 30 000
to 60 000 processed lots per workstation were obtained from
the MES (see Section III-B).

C. Calculation of EPT Realizations

We use the EPT algorithm of Appendix A to calculate EPT
realizations for each workstation. The EPT realizations are
assigned to buckets, and ta

e,j , td
e,j , ca

e,j , and cd
e,j are obtained

as explained in Section III. We choose the number of parallel
servers m in our aggregate models equal to the number of
machines in the workstation. N is taken equal to the work-
load for which the minimum value of td

e,j has approximately
been reached, except when td

e,j still decreases at the highest
measured bucket (see Fig. 8). In that case, we choose N equal
to the highest measured bucket.

The left side of Fig. 8 shows the measured ta
e,j and ca

e,j of the
CD measurement workstation. The right side of Fig. 8 shows
the measured td

e,j and cd
e,j . We have set N = 52, which is equal

to the highest measured bucket. For reasons of confidentiality,
no values on the y-axes are given. The dotted lines in Fig. 8
show the 95% confidence intervals.

D. Estimating EPT Distributions

The fitted curves t̂a
e(j), t̂d

e (j), ĉa
e(j), and ĉd

e (j) are represented
by the solid grey lines in Fig. 8. For t̂a

e(j), t̂d
e (j), and ĉa

e(j), we
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Fig. 9. CT-TH curve of the lithography workstation.

Fig. 10. CT-TH curve of the metal workstation.

use the same functions as in Section IV; we approximate ta
e,j

by a linear function, td
e,j by an exponential function, and ca

e,j by
a constant. Fig. 8 shows that td

e,j still steadily decreases until
fairly high workload levels, although wafers of at most two lots
can be in process at the same time. This is probably because
less wafers per lot are measured at the CD measurement
workstation if the queue length is very long, causing the mean
EPT of a lot to decrease.

For cd
e,j of the CD measurement workstation, different

behavior is observed compared to the simulation test case
presented in Section IV. cd

e,j first increases for increasing
bucket j (up to bucket 15), and then decreases. To model
this behavior, we use a sum of two exponential functions as
follows:

ĉd
e (j) = θ1 + (η1 − θ1)e−λ1(j−m)

+θ2 + (η2 − θ2)e−λ2(j−m). (4)

Herein, θ1 + θ2 represents the value of ĉd
e (j) at bucket ∞.

Furthermore, η1 + η2 represents the value of ĉd
e (j) at bucket

m. Parameters λ1 and λ2 represent the decay constants of the
first and second exponential curves, respectively. For the first
exponential curve, we impose λ > 0, and θ1 < η1. Hence, the

Fig. 11. CT-TH curve of the implant workstation.

Fig. 12. CT-TH curve of the CD measurement workstation.

first exponential decreases. For the second exponential curve,
we impose λ2 > 0, and θ2 > η2. Thus, the second exponential
function increases. By imposing λ2 > λ1 we accomplish that
ĉd

e (j) first increases, and then decreases.
For the other workstations (lithography, metal, and implant)

the same procedure has been followed. For all workstations the
curve fits t̂a

e(j), t̂d
e (j), ĉa

e(j), and ĉd
e (j) have been obtained by

least-squares fitting, the measured te and ce values for each
bucket j being weighted according to the number of EPT
realizations in bucket j. Because of confidentiality, no table
with parameter values is given here.

E. CT-TH Curve Prediction

CT-TH curves of the lithography, metal, implant, and CD-
measurement workstations are generated using a discrete event
simulation implementation of the aggregate models with m set
equal to the number of machines in the workstations. We im-
plemented the aggregate models in the language χ. Simulation
experiments are carried out for a range of throughput levels,
using again 30 replications, and a simulation run length of 105

lots, discarding the first 2 · 104 lots.
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Fig. 13. EPT algorithm.

Figs. 9–12 present the calculated CT-TH curves in dimen-
sionless form (because of confidentiality). The dashed lines
are the predictions generated using the aggregate model (the
dots being the simulation evaluations). The solid grey lines
are the CT-TH curves calculated by G/G/m approximation
(1) (with m again equal to the number of machines in the
workstation considered). The mean and variance of the process
time distribution in the G/G/m approximation are obtained by
assigning all measured EPT realizations to a single bucket (see
also Section IV). The x-axis denotes the ratio of throughput
δ and throughput δ∗ at the working point. The working point
is the point on the curve where the workstation was operating
during the period of data collection. The y-axis represents the
ratio between estimated mean cycle time ϕ̂ and the mean cycle
time at the working point ϕ̂∗. This implies that the working
point is at (1, 1).

The aggregate models accurately estimate the mean cycle
time at the working point. The ratio ϕ̂/ϕ̂∗ at the working point
of the lithography, metal, implant and CD measurement work-
station is 0.943, 0.995, 0.915, and 1.065, respectively. The pre-
diction errors may be caused by the randomly chosen EPT start
time if a lot overtakes more than m lots in the considered sys-
tem. In practice, this may happen due to dispatching strategies,
machines with different speeds, and so on. These effects are
not modeled explicitly but aggregated in the EPT distribution.

We can only verify the accuracy of the estimated CT-TH
curve at the operating point. The simulation case presented in
Section IV incorporates similar workload-dependent behavior
as the Crolles2 workstations. Based on the results obtained
for this simulation case, we expect that the aggregate model
predictions for Crolles2 workstations are accurate in the
vicinity of the training point. The figures do show that
the aggregate models estimate the location of the 100%
utilization asymptote (far) more accurately than the G/G/m

approximation, again similar to what we found for the
simulation cases in Section IV.

VI. Conclusion

We have demonstrated that CT-TH curves for workstations
consisting of integrated processing tools may be effectively
generated using an aggregate G/G/m type of simulation
model with workload-dependent process times. The workload-
dependent process time distribution parameters are estimated
from arrival and departure events measured at the operating
workstation. We have introduced a curve fitting procedure to
deal with the typically limited number of arrival and depar-
tures encountered in semiconductor manufacturing practice.
A simulation test case shows that accurate CT-TH curves are
obtained based on 50 000 simulated lot arrivals and departures.
Also the effect of increasing the installed number of machines
on the CT-TH curve is accurately predicted.

As a proof of concept in semiconductor manufacturing, a
case from the Crolles2 fab is presented. CT-TH curves for
four workstations have been generated using the proposed
approach. The arrival and departure data of approximately
30 000–60 000 lots have been extracted from the MES. The
generated CT-TH curves are found to be far more accurate
than the CT-TH curves generated by means of a well-known
closed-form G/G/m queueing expression. This shows that for
integrated processing equipment it is crucial to properly take
the workload-dependent behavior into account.

The proposed workload-dependent queueing model is very
simple. We have implemented it as a discrete-event simulation
model, but an analytical queueing model might also be derived.
Finally, we note that we have focussed here on the prediction
of the mean cycle time. In some cases one may be interested
to predict the cycle time distribution, instead of just the mean,
e.g., to predict 95% quantiles. The method we have presented
here is not necessarily suited for this purpose. This is the
subject of our ongoing research.
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Appendix

The EPT algorithm is depicted in Fig. 13. It is slightly
modified compared to the algorithm presented in [5] and
[6] to store also the event type upon which an EPT starts
(arrival or departure). The EPT algorithm uses the following
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variables: n represents the current workload (i.e., number of
lots in the system), id the lot ID, ev the event type (either
an arrival “A” or a departure “D”), and τ the time the event
occurred. For each lot id that is in process, list rs stores the
EPT start time, the number of lots in the system upon the
EPT start, and the event type upon which the EPT started.
List ws contains the id of each lot in the system that has not
yet started processing. Variable jd also denotes the lot ID if
apart from lot id another lot is considered. Variable t denotes
an EPT start time, variable b denotes the bucket number, and
variable sev the event upon which the EPT started.

The algorithm uses the functions append, get, remove, head,
tail and find, which operate on the lists rs and ws . Function
append adds an element to the end of the list, function get
reads the element with lot id from the list. Function remove
removes the element with id from the list. Function head
takes the first element in the list and function tail takes all
elements except the first. Finally, function find picks one
specific element from the list according to a user-defined rule.
In this paper, we pick an EPT start randomly from rs .

The EPT algorithm distinguishes the following five cases:
(a1) A lot arrives after which n ≤ m lots are present in

the system (so n includes the arrived lot). Capacity
is available so an EPT start of lot id , with start time
τ, workload n, and event ev , is added to rs .

(a2) A lot arrives after which n > m lots are present. All
m servers are busy, thus the lot is stored in the list
ws .

(d1) A lot departs, n < m lots remain behind. EPT start
time t, bucket b, and the event upon which the EPT
started sev are retrieved from rs , after which the lot
is removed from rs .

(d2) A lot departs, n ≥ m lots remain behind and id of the
departing lot is known in rs: (t, b, sev ) is retrieved
from rs . Next, id is removed from rs . The first lot
waiting in ws is added as a new lot start to rs with
time τ, workload n and start event ev .

(d3) A lot departs, n ≥ m lots remain in the system, and
id of the departing lot is not known in rs . So lot id
departs while it has not started processing according
to the aggregate model. Then, using function find, we
select an alternative lot jd that has already started an
EPT. We compute the EPT realization using the start
time of jd . Then, lot jd is restarted and lot id is
removed from buffer ws .
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